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immigration/urbanization 
made city populations boom

inventions & industry made 
life easier and more efficient

BY THE TURN OF THE CENTURY, ALL THE 
INGREDIENTS ADDED UP TO BIG THINGS...

which leads to...

reforms created more 
potential for more people



LEAPS & BOUNDS

skyscrapers rose, city-planning became 
an art, public transportation developed

1890 - US literacy rate is 90%

1903 - Wright bros are first to achieve 
the history-long goal of man to fly

electric streetcars, subways, the 
Flatiron building, beautification

by 1920, US has air-mail service

Mass print gets more books, magazines, 
newspapers, photos out to fill demand

CITIES BOOMED

PRINTING, LITERACY, PHOTOGRAPHY

airplanes & human flight





African Americans had to create all-black 
schools but did learn skills to grow

Immigrant kids were schooled in droves

OPPORTUNITIES & 
EDUCATION

States created curriculum to train kids 
to be productive workers
reading, writing, math, 12-16 wks

EDUCATION REFORM

went earlier, stayed longer

EDUCATION FOR MINORITIES

1920 - College enrollment quadruples 

Universities & Higher education

Research institutions form, graduates 
are more skilled than ever!





by the turn of the century, 
advancements gave way to...

AMERICAN MASS 

CULTURE



AMERICAN LEISURE

city parks, Coney Island, boardwalks, 
Chicago Exhibition (Ferris Wheel)

“do it yourself” sports that required 
exercise, teamwork, outdoors

AMUSEMENT PARKS

Bicycling & Tennis

WHY LEISURE?

TO GET A BREAK FROM URBAN 
SPRAWL, MUNDANE WORK

Baseball (“America’s PAST-TIME”)
based on an English game, it published 
rules, made an Nl and AL, had champs 
play in a “World Series” (1903)







1903 world series champions

THE BOSTON PILGRIMS



CONEY ISLAND (1903)



Hershey, Pennsylvania

AMERICAN POP CULTURE  
EMERGES

first advertised as a cure for headaches
coca-cola

Hershey chocolate bars

started as catalog shopping & helped 
create the “department store”

Sears roebuck & montgomery ward

The culture we know today 
was born during the gilded age!

(have w/Coke!)

one-stop shopping, window displays
Chain stores

told stories of American adventure
Mark Twain & “Dime novels”



southern whites were 
resistant to black rights

but they were legally 
obligated to grant them

but as america moves forward, african 
americans face dark times...

and so we have...

southern states found ways 
to circumvent the laws



discrimination &
jim crow laws

act of separating people based on 
characteristics/criteria

Poll Taxes

SEGREGATION

Jim Crow laws to enforce segregation 
of races in public/private facilities

Southern states passed measures to 
take votes away from blacks

many blacks couldn’t afford it
Literacy Tests
had to read, blacks given harder tests
Grandfather Clause
exempt from tax/test if your dad or 
grandfather could vote before 1867





plessy v. ferguson (1896)

For 40 years, S.C. looked other way on 
unconstitutional anti-black laws in South

1896 - S.C hears case challenging 
segregation in the South

LEGACY of the case

LEGALIZING SEGREGATION, 
“SEPARATE BUT EQUAL”

This ruling ensures segregation 
& discrimination in South for 60 
years protected by the law as 
long as services are “equal”

It rules segregation is legal & 
doesn’t violate 14th Amendment



The IMPORTANCE of the
JIM CROW SOUTH

   hindered rights of minorities BY

basically created TWO AMERICAS: White and black

“separate but equal”

federally DENYING BLACKS their NATURAL RIGHTS

facilitating RACIAL DISCRIMINATION until 1950s

leaving african americans UNPROTECTED from 
VIOLENT RETALIATION for resisting discrimination


